Check-in Directions

From Anderson

C-1 Lot (Byrnes, Lever, Manning, Mauldin): Turn left (westbound) onto Perimeter Road from Highway 76. Enter C-1 parking lot from Perimeter Road. You will then be directed into the appropriate queue line for your community to complete the remote check-in process.

C-2 Lot (West Campus Housing): Turn left (westbound) onto Perimeter Road from Highway 76. Continue on Perimeter to enter C-2 parking lot from Perimeter Road. You will then be directed into the appropriate queue line for your community to complete the remote check-in process.

R-6 Lot (Lightsey Bridge, Calhoun Courts, Douthit Hills, Smith, Barnett): Turn right at the intersection of Perimeter Road to enter the lot from the south. You will then be directed into the appropriate queue line for your community to complete the remote check-in process.

From Seneca

C-1 Lot (East Campus Housing): Turn right (eastbound) onto Perimeter Road from Highway 76. Continue on Perimeter to enter C-1 parking lot from Perimeter Road. You will then be directed into the appropriate queue line for your community to complete the remote check-in process.

C-2 Lot (West Campus Housing): Turn right (eastbound) onto Perimeter Road from Highway 76. Enter C-2 parking lot from Perimeter Road. You will then be directed into the appropriate queue line for your community to complete the remote check-in process.

R-6 Lot (Lightsey Bridge, Calhoun Courts, Douthit Hills, Smith, Barnett): Take 93 all the way to Highway 76. Turn left at the intersection of Perimeter Road to enter the lot from the south. You will then be directed into the appropriate queue line for your community to complete the remote check-in process.

From Check-in to Your Building

Bryan Mall

Barnett: Exit R-6 through the south exit onto 76. Take immediate exit to the right onto Highway 93 ramp. Turn L onto Highway 93. Turn L onto Cherry Rd at stoplight. Take Cherry Rd to Bryan Mall Circle.

Byrnes: Exit C-1 on north end of the lot, turn R onto Cherry Rd. Take Cherry Rd to Bryan Mall Circle.

Lever: Exit C-1 on north end of the lot, turn R onto Cherry Rd. Take Cherry Rd to Bryan Mall
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Manning: Exit C-1 on north end of the lot, turn R onto Cherry Rd. Take Cherry Rd to Bryan Mall Circle.
Mauldin: Exit C-1 on north end of the lot, turn R onto Cherry Rd. Take Cherry Rd to Bryan Mall Circle.
Smith: Exit R-6 through the south exit onto 76. Take immediate exit to the right onto Highway 93 ramp. Turn L onto Highway 93. Turn L onto Cherry Rd at stoplight. Take Cherry Rd to Bryan Mall Circle.

East Campus Apartments
Calhoun Courts: Exit R-6 through the south exit onto 76. Take Perimeter Rd to McMillan. Turn R onto McMillan. Turn R on Newman Rd, and then take an immediate L onto Morrison Road. Calhoun residents will enter the interior of Calhoun Courts from the north end at the end of Morrison.
Lightsey Bridge I: Exit R-6 through the south exit onto 76. Take Perimeter Rd to Theta Kappa. Turn R onto Theta Kappa.
Lightsey Bridge II: Exit R-6 through the south exit onto 76. Take Perimeter Rd to McMillan. Turn R onto McMillan. Turn L onto Newman Rd and continue on Newman Road extension until you are able to make a R turn into the R-4 extension.

Douthit Hills
Douthit East (Building E, F and G): Exit R-6 through the south exit onto 76. Take immediate exit to the right onto Highway 93 ramp. Turn L onto Highway 93. Pull off 93 directly onto sidewalk at east end of Building G.
Douthit West (Buildings A and C): Exit R-6 through the south exit onto 76. Take immediate exit to the right onto Highway 93 ramp. Turn L onto Highway 93. Pull off 93 directly onto sidewalk at Cherry Rd intersection to unload between interior of buildings.
Douthit West (Buildings B and D): Exit R-6 through the south exit onto 76. Take immediate exit to the right onto Highway 93 ramp. Turn L onto Highway 93. Take westbound 93 around new Business School. Turn R on Sherman. Turn R on Daniel Drive to unload behind buildings.

West Campus
Honors Residential (Cribb, DesChamps): Exit C-2 with left turn onto Williamson Rd. Turn R on Heisman. Turn L on Alpha Beta.
Gressette: Exit C-2 with left turn onto Williamson Rd. Turn R on Heisman. Turn L on Alpha Beta.
Suites (Holmes, McCabe): Exit C-2 with left turn onto Williamson Rd. Turn R on Fort Hill.
Mickel: Exit C-2 with left turn onto Williamson Rd. Turn R on S Palmetto. Turn L into Sirrine Lot.
Shoeboxes (Benet, Cope, Geer, Sanders, Young): Exit C-2 with left turn onto Williamson Rd. Turn R on S Palmetto. Turn L into Sirrine Lot.